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Clients are equipped with the latest easy-to-use technologies designed to
implement secure online transactions.

Secure and quality payment services are an important part of any online
gaming operation, that is why we bring our customers a new, secure and
enhanced stand-alone payment gateway. Maximizing the acceptance rate
and enhancing the payment experience is our top priority.

www.digitain.com

Our Payment Gateway is integrated with the leading payment providers
from different international markets.
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ENHANCED TRANSACTION
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As an extension to our existing Payment Gateway, our newly developed
Standalone Gateway offers numerous enhanced features and customer
options.
Providing a wide variety of payment processing solutions, we empower our
partners to accept deposits, transfers, and withdrawals for digital gaming,
including Card Payments, e-wallets, bank transfers and Crypto payments,
giving the players freedom of choice to perform online transactions safely,
wherever they may be.
Continually expanding our global reach and portfolio, we intend to offer the
very best payment options for operators, providing our pa rtners with
HIGH PERFORMANCE and OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY.

AUTO RECONCILIATION

TRANSACTION
FLAGS & MANUAL UPDATES

Transaction accuracy and timely
updates are essential to any
business. Our newly built “Auto
reconciliation” is designed to
automatically check and reconcile transaction statuses with
providers and ensure delivery of
IPNs to merchant platforms.
This automatic feature is
designed to increase transaction accuracy and customer
satisfaction.

Transaction flagging is a
mechanism to mark transactions when an outstanding
condition has occurred and
manual interference is
required.
Transaction flags help filter
out problematic cases quickly
and provide options to solve
them manually.

NEW TECHNOLOGY | OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
Built with the latest technology

Scalable, reliable and high-performance

Increased Operational Efﬁciency leading to customer satisfaction

SECURITY AND RELIABILITY
Two-factor authentication
Multi-layer security
Information on user access, actions and events
Following ISO27001, GLI 19, 33 & PSI/DDS standards

The variety of enhanced features we offer will bring significant extra value
to your Payment processes. These include:

